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Abstract 

Depth estimation is the precondition in obstacle avoidance for mobile robots. To improve the obstacle detecting effectiveness and 

quickness in poor-textured backgrounds, we used the centroid abscissa difference of corresponding obstacle region in image pairs as 

parallax to estimate obstacle depth. The error of parallax and depth were studied analytically and numerically. Wood blocks of different 

shapes and sizes were used for demonstrating the relationship between estimated depth and actual depth. A quadratic function model 

was obtained after experiments. Although the depth estimation error was relatively higher compared to conventional grayscale 

correlation-based method, the proposed method was expected to satisfy the accuracy requirement of depth estimation for common 

mobile robots. 
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1 Introduction 
 

Depth estimation is prerequisite to obstacle avoidance 

for mobile robots and various sensors can be adopted [1, 

2]. Being lightweight, power-efficient and inexpensive, 

stereo cameras are preferred in range finding [3, 4]. 

However, cameras need accurate calibration and 

algorithms rely seriously on scene textures. To guarantee 

estimation accuracy, image rectification is inevitable. 

Meanwhile, stereo matching is needed which uses 

similarity functions including region descriptors [5, 6] and 

feature descriptors [7, 8]. These procedures lead to heavy 

calculation burden. Moreover, high mismatching rate 

happen to applications in poor-textured scenes. In this 

paper, we presented a strategy for depth estimation in 

poor-textured scenes. Conventional distortion rectification 

was avoided and density-based matching was substituted 

with calculating the centroid abscissa difference of 

corresponding obstacle regions in image pairs. That 

difference was taken as parallax to estimate obstacle depth.  

Zou analysed the influence on depth estimation by 

hardware system error, camera calibration error, feature 

extraction error and stereo matching error [9]. Rodriguez 

analysed the quantization error of stereo vision system and 

presented the probability density functions [10]. Fooladgra 

gave a geometrical approach to estimate the amount of 

localization error [11]. However, the studies mainly 

focused on theoretical analysis. Some models help to 

minimize depth estimation error but increase 

computational burden, so they are more suitable for 

preliminary theoretical design rather than real-time 

application. Rodriguez indicated that acceptable error 

should be decided before selecting relevant parameters 

[10]. Llorca suggested that a trade-off should be reached 
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between accurate estimation and other parameters [12]. So 

we suggested estimation strategy be based on acceptable 

error in specific applications. For mobile robots, less depth 

estimation accuracy is acceptable in return for real-time 

performance. The lost accuracy can be balanced by setting 

safe margin for obstacle areas referencing the strategies of 

UAV obstacle avoidance and route planning which 

represents the obstacle areas as circles [13]. As to the 

errors of parallax and depth estimation in our strategy, 

analytical and numerical studies were given in Sections 2 

and 3. 

 

2 Depth estimation error analysis 
 

The strategy we proposed for obstacle depth estimation 

included three steps. First, image pairs were block-

segmented in space domain. Then feature vector of 

candidate obstacle areas were extracted. Finally, the 

centroid abscissa difference of corresponding obstacle 

areas was taken as parallax for depth estimation. There 

were several studies on image block segmentation [14]. 

Meanwhile, the components of feature vector are mainly 

coordinates easy to be extracted. So we mainly focused on 

modelling of obstacle depth estimation error, assuming 

that images are segmented correctly and the extracted 

centroids coincide with their actual position. 

Considering point P ),,( www zyx  in the world 

coordinate system (Figure 1), if the projective points of 

P in left and right image planes are ),( lll yxP  and 

),( rrr yxP  in each image coordinate system, then the 

theoretical depth of P can be expressed based on 

triangulation method: 
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where B  is baseline length and f  is camera lens focal 

length. The parallax of corresponding points is denoted 

as d . The size of pixel is  . Assuming rl xx  , then we 

have: 

rl xxd  . (2) 
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FIGURE 1 The stereo vision system model 

The pixel size is given in camera manual. The focal 

length can be calculated by calibration. The measurement 

accuracy of B  is easy to be guaranteed. So we take only 

the error of parallax d  into account while analysing the 

error of depth z . 

The error of parallax caused by lens distortion is 

denoted as d , then the relationship between measured 

parallax 'd  and ideal parallax d  is given by: 

ddd ' . (3) 

Thus, the estimated depth can be calculated as: 
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Using Equations (1) and (3), the error of depth 

estimation can be written as: 
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Based on Equation (5), we expected that within certain 

range ),( maxmin zz  for z , if: 
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the following relation will become true: 

2zCz e  . (6) 

Among common errors [9], calibration error and 

matching error are not involved in this paper. Ignoring 

the hardware system error and feature extraction error, 

we analyse the parallax error caused by camera lens 

distortion. 

Camera lens distortions mainly include radial 

distortion, decentring distortion and prism distortion 

[15]. We considered only the radial distortion here 

because it dominates in all the distortions. 

In image coordinate systems, the projective points of 

optical centre for left and right camera lens are denoted 

as ),( lll yxO  and ),( rrr yxO , and we have the following 

commonly used equations: 
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where '
lx  and 

'
rx  are the actual abscissas in left and right 

images containing distortions, lk  and rk  are the first 

order distortion coefficients of the left and right camera 

lenses. 

Using Equations (2), (3), (7) and (8), we obtained: 
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We assumed that the lens parameters of the left and 

right cameras are similar and neglect the centroid 

ordinate difference of corresponding blocks in the left 

and right images: 

uuu rl  , vvv rl  , yyy rl  , vvv rl  . (10) 

Combining Equations (2) and (10), Equation (9) can 

be written as follows: 
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Finally, we have: 
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a) k = 0.0001 b) k = 0.0005 

  
c) k = 0.0025 d) k = 0.0125 

  
e) k = 0.0625 f) k = 0.3125 

FIGURE 2 Value range of ),,( yrxdf  

 

3 Numerical simulation and experiment 
 

To observe the range of ),,( yxdg r , image resolution 

was set as 640×480. Denoting uxx rdist  , 

vyy rdist  , then )319,1(distx , )239,1(disty . The 

value of k  which means the first order radial distortion 

coefficient is less than 1, so we took a candidate value set 

as {0.0005, 0.0025, 0.0125, 0.0625}. The camera system 

we adopted was STH-DCSG-VAR from Videre Design, 

parameters were obtained as mmf 6.4 , 

mm006.0 , mmB 135 . 

By setting the depth estimation extent as 600mm to 

4000mm, the range of d  was determined as (25.875, 

172.5) based on Equation (1). Then the simulation results 

were obtained (Figure 2). 

Points in every image from Figure 2 represented the 

overlap of data when d  varied from 1 to 319. It can be 

learned that the values of ),,( yxdg r  kept approximately 

invariable (flat areas) and the change of k  only exerts 

significant influence on the value of breaking points 

which appeared sparsely. The depth estimation value 

surging caused by the breaking points can be suppressed 

by using Kalman Filter. Therefore, Equation (6) is 

basically suitable for depth estimation error modelling in 

engineering applications. 

Regular blocks of different shapes and sizes were used 

as objects to evaluate the proposed error model for depth 

estimation. Part of the results is given in Table. 1. 
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TABLE 1 Data from testing experiment (Unit: cm) 

Cube Sphere 

Side length=7 Side length=10 Radius=3.5 Radius=5 

z z’ z z’ z z’ z z’ 

530 486 550 416 730 742 545 516 
930 929 950 856 1130 1205 945 960 

1330 1406 1350 1327 1530 1700 1345 1432 

1730 1923 1750 1821 1930 2228 1745 1943 
2130 2451 2150 2368 2330 2799 2145 2464 

2530 3048 2550 2963 2730 3416 2545 3060 

2930 3690 2950 3589 3130 4142 2945 3652 
3330 4378 3350 4249 3530 4768 3345 4306 

 

All the testing data were utilized for regression. The 

quadratic regression curve was shown in Figure 3. The 

regressed coefficients for model 2
21' zCzCz   were 

997.01 C  5
1 108.6 C . It can be seen that the 

regression result basically coincided with the proposed 

error model. 

 
FIGURE 3 All data of validation experiment 

4 Conclusions 
 

To facilitate the stereo vision-based obstacle avoidance for 

mobile robot in poor-textured scenes, we proposed a 

strategy which needed not the conventional distortion 

rectification and area-based stereo matching. By image 

segmentation and obstacle centroid coordinates extraction, 

abscissa difference was used as parallax to estimate the 

depth of obstacles. Analytical deduction and numerical 

simulation were given to prove the feasibility of the 

hypothesis model. Regression validated the error model in 

subsequent experiment.  

The depth estimation error was larger than the 

conventional method but still acceptable for mobile robot 

obstacle avoidance while the processing and calculating 

time was obviously shortened. The proposed strategy was 

feasible in general. In future works, the authors will use the 

proposed strategy combining Kalman Filter for mobile 

robot indoor obstacle avoidance. Efforts will also be put 

into improving the proposed model to reduce depth 

estimation error and processing time. 
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